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In general: you can save your game when you are on a transporter.
Remember to step off when you reloaded!!!
Your goal: pick up all 12 gems to get a star!
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General hint, I'll use next 3 sentences in the solution a lot, so I'll define it by: "use hint"
Step on a transporter the moment the chomper is 1 square behind you.
Only then step on the transporter!
Then the chomper has to run the longest way to you again
And step off the transporter to go on.
Pick up the gems in the order indicated, but not at once.
You have to go back a couple of times. Let's start now!
Pick up 1 and 2, then use hint. You can pick up 3 if you like, it's easier to go on like this
use hint to go back and use hint, then you pick up 3.
use hint to go back and use hint, then you pick up 4!
use hint and straight to 5, then pick up 6, use hint. Skip next line if you want.
You may continue straight to pick up 7 and 8
use hint and use hint to make sure the chomper is almost on your tail
use hint then pick 7, 8, 9 and 10 and use hint immediately, don't wait for the chomper!!
Just point on the gem, not further then you loose valuable time, especially on 10
after pointing on the gem, stop pointing until you have it, then continue pointing!
Otherwise it's possible you go diagonal and don't pick up the gem
e.g. If you point at 9, you don't pick up 8.
Or if you point at the transporter after 9, you don't pick up 10
So you're again at 7. Now use hint, then over 10 to 11 and 12.
You've got the star!!
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